
CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about Keepers...

HERE'S A
QUICK

RUNDOWN:

Owners can keep one player from last year's team 

As a league, decide any limitations on which

players can be kept and for how many years

Prior to draft day, owners submit players to be kept

Draft proceeds with kept players already on rosters 

in this format, owners are allowed to keep players from their previous season’s roster
so that they can continue to brag about that midseason pick up who won them the

league. In a Standard Keeper league, one player on an owner’s roster at the end of the
prior season is available to be deemed “kept” prior to the draft of the upcoming year.
Feel free to make rules around which players may be kept and for how long. Can a

player drafted in the first round last year be kept? Can an owner keep the same player
for consecutive years? Our recommended answers to both of these questions usually

would be “no”, but we’ll leave that up to you and your leaguemates to decide. 
 

Typically, kept players will automatically be placed on team rosters by your league site
so when it comes time to draft, each team will already have one player. The draft will
then carry on in typical fashion. If for some reason your league site doesn’t already do
this for you, owners could just be required to select their keeper in the first round of

this year’s draft then continue to draft as usual thereafter.
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It's the Standard Keeper rule

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE 

@MYCOMMISHRULES

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique

ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules

and regulations at 

http://www.mycommishrules.com/library
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